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NEW QUESTION: 1
A penetration tester directly connects to an internal network.
Which of the following exploits would work BEST for quick
lateral movement within an internal network?
A. Conduct a whaling campaign.
B. Poison LLMNR and NBNS requests.
C. Crack password hashes in /etc/shadow for network
authentication.
D. Launch dictionary attacks on RDP.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements about Cisco UCS Director API access key

are true? (Choose two.)
A. API access key is unique for each API request.
B. API access key is a unique security access key code that is
associated with a specific
Cisco UCS Director user account.
C. API access Key is required for Cisco UCS Director to
authenticate API requests.
D. API access key is a shared secret that you must configure m
Cisco UCS Director to enable REST API.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
According to the Orange Book, which security level is the first
to require a system to protect against covert timing channels?
A. B3
B. B2
C. A1
D. B1
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The TCSEC defines two kinds of covert channels:
Storage channels - Communicate by modifying a "storage
location"
Timing channels - Perform operations that affect the "real
response time observed" by the receiver
The TCSEC, also known as the Orange Book, requires analysis of
covert storage channels to be classified as a B2 system and
analysis of covert timing channels is a requirement for class
B3.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Level A1 requires a system to protect against covert timing
channels. However, the lower level B3 also requires it.
C: Level B2 does not require a system to protect against covert
timing channels.
D: Level B1 does not require a system to protect against covert
timing channels.
References:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covert_channel

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing an Azure SQL Data Warehouse for a financial
services company. Azure Active Directory will be used to
authenticate the users.
You need to ensure that the following security requirements are
met:

Department managers must be able to create new database.
The IT department must assign users to databases.
Permissions granted must be minimized.
Which role memberships should you recommend? To answer, drag
the appropriate roles to the correct groups. Each role may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-databas
e-manage-logins
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